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Name: Adrian Hinson

Address: 

Please accept this email as my formal representation and objection to SES03 proposal on
the draft local plan.

I recently attended the LAC meeting, and my objections are as stated:

1. The e-petition which objects to the industrial and traveller site plan, is to be collectively
considered with over 3,000 opposition signatures

2.  we were assured development
would not be considered due to the high pressure gas pipe that runs across the land

3. We will be losing arable agricultural land that has been farmed for 20+ years. This
would would fall under environmental and wildlife objections. This is greenfield land, on a
green belt boundary which is only delineated from the green belt section by a footpath.

4. In the South East ward, due to continued industrial and retail development over the last
10 years, your research is extremely outdated. This 10 year in the making plan, does not
represent what this area is like now, key issues would be:

Traffic - the current infrastructures are unsustainable now, without any additional
development. Our residential estate is being used as a thoroughfare for people who do not
wish to sit in queueing traffic. There is no such thing as a “short” journey for us residents.
No recent traffic control research has been done. If you look at ariel views you can see the
impacts of standing traffic from the A57, B6053 - Eckington Way through to Halfway, and
Moss Way. The situation will also worsen with the opening of Burger King on Sevenairs
Road. We’ve already seen with the Aldi, Tim Hortons drive through issues and the queues
for McDonalds which back onto the retail park. This Burger King will create more issues
on a residential street, already with double street side parking issues, and back up traffic to
the roundabout. The local plan addresses none of these current issues.

Air Pollution - in recorded air quality from 2015, our area was already higher than the
recordings for Sheffield City Center in 2021/22. You’ve introduced clean air initiatives for
the city centre, but are planning to create more issues to our residential neighbourhood
with no plans in the local plan to address. Updated recordings are needed as the position
has only worsened since 2015!

Noise - industrial development will bring additional noise (plus traffic already raised).
There would also be noise disruption during any development. With the addition of
travellers, who in themselves will have large transportation vehicles for fairground
equipment, and will require to service these, using diesel generators, in an established
residential area is completely unacceptable.

Industrial development for employment - there are already numerous empty industrial
developments which have not generated employment. You have no commitment on these








